Master Santa's good you know service

master station are we go to a recording

you go guys hurry up please this is the

third control room I should be putting

the hatch building into work so Alex

Kropotkin now joining Jeff Williams and

alexey ovchinin they're in the

passageway as they are about to say

farewell to their three counterparts

before making their way through the

hatch we understand we're having some

problems on the satellite we apologize

for that

that we're working to rectify those
problems as we speak

and the three crew members now making

their way in as of Chinon last two wave

and until the even ition now we'll put

into work the closing of the hatch on

his side of the docking interface joined

by taquoia Onishi on the right side of

your screen

Christopher Kia shown our mana my keeper

show

mr. poetic Richelieu confessional - Kate

Rubin's now with her back to the camera

as he shoots a few final pictures and

the hatch to the so used now closed at
1:42 p.m. Central Time 2:42 p.m. Eastern

Time the hatch to the Soyuz vehicle now

closed and the hatch on the poisk side

of the docking interface also closed so

hatch closure occurring at 1:42 p.m.

Central time to 42 p.m. Eastern

once again hatch closure occurring at

142 p.m. Central Time - 42 p.m. Eastern

hatches on both sides of the docking

interface are closed this will set the

stage for leak checks to be conducted on

both sides of the docking interface to

make sure that we have a tight seal

00:04:00,199 --> 00:04:06,399
before the depressurization of the

00:04:03,550 --> 00:04:09,260
passage between the docking interface

00:04:06,400 --> 00:04:11,210
down to vacuum that will be the

00:04:09,259 --> 00:04:14,289
precursor to the undocking of the soyuz

00:04:11,210 --> 00:04:17,600
from the International Space Station at

00:04:14,289 --> 00:04:26,360
451 there's a seconds p.m. central time

00:04:17,600 --> 00:04:28,720
this afternoon go ahead on as you - we

00:04:26,360 --> 00:04:33,199
just want you to report that mmm -

00:04:28,720 --> 00:04:40,520
transfer hatch is closed and we

00:04:33,199 --> 00:04:51,079
confirmed via the telemetry can we

00:04:40,519 --> 00:04:53,029
switch off for the recording them please

00:04:51,079 --> 00:04:57,219
standby

00:04:53,029 --> 00:04:57,219
shall we stand by and hear or we're

00:05:11,319 --> 00:05:18,589
Anatoli you you can stop the recording

00:05:15,379 --> 00:05:21,319
right now but keep the camera on for the
time being alright recording will be off

o FF and the camera will be on super

cooler like Moscow how do you read the

hatches having been closed just a few

minutes ago at 1:42 p.m. Central Time

2:42 p.m. Eastern Time

the Soyuz commander alexey ovchinin is

not really not on autonomous power and

now the crew members will be returned

hours of Chinon skripochka and nasa's

jeff williams the off-going expedition

48 commander will begin work to check

their side of the docking interface to

make sure it is airtight before the crew
depressurizes the interface the vestibule between the Soyuz and the poisk module a CMOS